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Protect your hands as you lift with Gold’s Gym Elite Wrist Wrap Leather Gloves. Get the most out of your weight-lifting routine without
experiencing uncomfortable pinching or developing inconvenient calluses on your palms and fingers. These genuine leather gloves feature gel
padding for maximized lifting comfort and textured microfiber palms for an enhanced grip as you train. This durable, lightweight build will help
your hands stay cool as you build strength and increase endurance in the gym or at home. A half finger design allows you to feel the weight bar
in your hands, increases the flexibility of your fingers, and adds additional breathability for your hands. Incorporated wrist wraps offer improved
wrist support and are fully adjustable, allowing you to find the most comfortable fit and providing increased stability as you lift heavy weight. A
sweat wipe is conveniently placed on the thumb of your gloves, and a pull tab on the underside of your glove’s middle finger makes them easy
to slip off after a tough workout. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
31,90 €

Discount -8,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerGold's Gym 

Description Genuine Leather Leather material is durable and provides an improved grip as you lift Adjustable Wrist Strap with Hook-and-Loop
Closure Wrist wrap helps provide improved support and stability while promoting proper weightlifting form Adjustable Hook-and-Loop Closure
allows you to find the most comfortable fit for your hands Gel Padded Palm Gel padding protects your hands from developing uncomfortable
blisters and callouses Textured Microfiber Grip Textured microfiber enhances your grip as you lift, especially in conjunction with knurled weight
bars Sweat Wipe Located on Thumb Keep the sweat out of your eyes with this conveniently placed sweat wipe Finger-Pull Tab Located on the
middle finger of your gloves, this pull tab allows you to easily slip your gloves off after an intense workout Choose S/M, M/L or L/XL Model #:
WGGGLXWW15 
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Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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